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Hungry Caterpillar Puzzle
Hi and welcome to the “toy-and-game-inventor-success” free puzzle download and
instructions.
There are 2 different versions as you will see by scrolling down.
The colour version for colour printers and the black and white version for lazer, etc
printers (the black and white version will need to be coloured in)!
Things you will need
White cardboard (no more than 2mm thick)
Stanley knife
Metal ruler
Scissors
55cm shoe-lace cord (50 cm minimum)
Paper glue
And something to colour in the black and white version (if you don’t have a colour
printer).
Ok…to start, print them out and use the guide lines (the gray lines around the
design) to help you cut them out.
And kids if you are reading this, sharp tools and possibly a power drill will need
to be used, so it is best to get help from your parents for this project!
It is best to use a metal ruler and Stanley knife to cut them out, although a large pair of
scissors will suffice.
Once both pieces are cut out, glue one of the pieces onto cardboard (preferably white
cardboard, no more than 2mm thick) and wait until it dries before attempting the next
step!
Clag (paper glue) would be the best glue for the job, although double sided tape or a
glue gun would work.
When dry put in a suitable drill bit to drill the holes into the puzzle (the white holes all
over the puzzle in the chew-tracks).
When l made my one, l found that it made a small mess on the other side of the hole,
so maybe running some test drills first would be advisable.
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Also you could try to clamp down the puzzle onto a wooden bench to get a cleaner
hole when drilling!
And a warning, make sure that the starting hole (small hole) stays small when
drilling, you will need to knot your cord and thread it through this hole to set up
the puzzle!
When all the holes have been drilled including the start hole, clean the opposite side
so that it is flat and then glue the other design (side 2) down, paying special attention
to getting the edges and holes lined up before the glue dries.
When the glue has reasonably dried drill that side carefully so the design holes are as
clean as possible!
Then the last thing to do is thread the cord (preferably fluorescent green shoe-lace)
through the start hole from the back, with the knots at the end, and it’s ready to do.
If you are making the colour-in version, paint, textas and coloured pencils would be
best.
The cord (shoe-lace) needs to be at least 55 cms (1 and a half A4 pages) long (you
may get away with 50 cm).
Most department, craft and/or shoe-shops should have something that can be used for
this puzzle.
Normal string could be used, but when the string end frays it will become harder and
harder to thread the string through!
And when you have printed them out, hold them up to the light with the second
image (back image) facing opposite the first, just to make sure that the printer
accurately printed both designs and all the holes and edges match.
Shouldn’t take you any longer than 1 to 2 hours to solve (it took me one hour, so l
made it a little bit trickier to solve)!
And please note that this puzzle isn’t suitable for young children because of a
choking hazard with the cord.
Spread the word about this great free offer, l am sure that your friends and family would
love to have a free puzzle that they could build and solve.
Well…that’s about it, l hope you enjoy your Hungry Caterpillar puzzle.
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Digital copying, printing is allowed as a one copy-per-customer basis; storage in a
retrieval system, transmitting or reproducing this e-puzzle, or any of its contents in any
way is strictly forbidden.
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